
Installation instructions
1. Put the pocket-size dark box on the fixed table.
2. Take away the lid of the dark box.
3. Put the three cups into the dark box in order from left to right corresponding the three holes. And make the

mark by yourself: developer solution(A), fixing bath(B), clear water(C).
4. Open the lid of A、B, pour the prepared developer solution and fixing bath into them respectively, fill C with

clear water.
5. Cover the lid, then you can use the pocket-size dark box now.

Instructions
1. Detect the temperature of the developer solution(A) by the thermometer.
2. Put the filmed x-ray into the second hole of the dark box, tear the bag and take out the film, clamp

whichever the angle of the film with the clip.
3. Refer to the develop time listed in the form of (A), or according to personal experience.
4. Immerse the clip with the film into (A) quickly, and keep stiring 10 seconds, hang over the

rimofacup keep 2—5 minutes. Experience: if the room temperature is high, you should watch the
develop effect every other 1 minute, in case it being too black; but when it is low, then every other 2
minutes. In a word, it should meet the satisfied image needed.

5. Then put the clip with film into (B), stiring 10 seconds, hang over the rimofacup keep 2—4 minutes,
make sure the film fixed thoroughly.

6. And then put the clip with film into (C), rinse 10 minutes, if you are anxious to see the effect, you can
watch the wet film on the film viewer.

7. Finally, hang the film in the clean place to blow or stoving it dry, and archive it.

Announcements
1. If you prepare solution by yourself or buy other company’s solution, you should adjust the form

above, and assure the imaging quality.
2. In order to avoid the fingerprint appear in the film or damage, you should be careful when operation.
3. If the film full into (A), you should take it out immediately in case it being too black.
4. You should close the lid when you don’t use it, to extend the service time.
5. In order to gain the high quality film, you should change the solution after make use of it above 15

days or developed more than 150 films.
6. When (A) or (B) spatters in one’s eyes, you should clean the eyes with clear water immediately.

Related products list
1. stainless steel cups----Three pieces
2. Kunststoff - Klammer------One pieces
3. Edelstahl-Schelle------ Three pieces


